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BRIEF ACCOUNT

- MICROSCOPICAL OBSERVATIONS
Made in tho Month of Jilne,Jilly,and Ailgust,1827,

ON THE PARTICLES CONTAINED IN THE
POLLEN OF PLANTS;
AND

ON 'llHE GENERAL EXISTENCE OF ACTIVE
MOLECULES
IN ORGANIC AND INORGANIC BODIES.

F.R..S, Hm. H.R.S.E.

B.I. Aou)., V.P.L.S.,

T b examination of the unimpregnttted vegetable Ovnlum, an account of which was published early in 1826,' led
me b attend more minutely than I had before done to the
stru&ane af the Pollen, and to inquire into its mode of action
tbs P a u r n in Phsnagamoua plants.
In the Essay referred to, it aas s h e w fM
the nucleus of the Ovulum, the point which is
the seat of the futw Embryo, was very generally brought
into c o n k t with the termin&iona af the probable ~h,ba~nde
of fecundation ; these bebg either O h sdm Q$ th
cent&,the extremity of the dssoenp r o m J t b &yle,
~
1

This double convex lens, which has been severaf years in my asaeasian, I

obtained from Mr. Baoch, optician, in the B t m d After I b a s made t
m
i
-

4 e d e progress in the inquir I explained the nature of my subject to Mr.
Dollond, who obligingly made t r me a simple pocket rnicmcope, hadng very
d j w b e n t , and furnished with excellent hnaes, two of wki& g l r ~#
much h i g h power tLaa that above mention+. To these I hove Bf.traq.ptM1
recourse, and with great advantage, in investigating several minute p m t s .
But to give giater aob&kency to my statements, and to brin the ~ a & & m
much u poesiwe &kin t h ~
reach of g s n d obaerntin. $ mnhi~uert3to
employ tliraugb~~lt
th ah& of the inquiry the f l o ~ n elens with which it was
commenced.
Kiag'e Bqfqpa'tb b t r a l i a , vd. ii,
V n the B & d d Ap e l k to C*
p. 6.3% n g . (ad*.
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or more rarely, a part of the surface of the umbilical cord.
It also appeared, however, from some of the faces noticed in
the same Essay, that there were cases in which the Paticles
contained in the grains of pollen could hardly be conveyed
41 to that point of the ovulum through the vessels or cellular tissue of the ovarium; and the knowledge of these
cases, as well as of the structure and economy of the anthem
in Asclepiadm, had led me to doubt the correctness of
observations made by Stiles and Gleichen upwards of sixty
years ago, as well as of some very recent statements, respecting the mode of action of the pollen in the process of
impregnation.
It was not until late in the autumn of 1826 that I could
attend to this subject; and the season was too far advanced
to enable me to pursue the investigatio~i. Finding, however, in one of the few plants then examined, the figure of
the particles contained in the grains of pollen clearly discernible, and that figure not spherical but oblong, 1 expected,
with some confidence, to mwt with plan& in other respscts
more favorable to t h ~inquiry, in which these prtrticles,
from peculiarity of form, might be traced through their
whole course : and thus, perhaps, the question determined
whether they in any case reach the apex of the ovulum, or
whether their direct action is limited to other parts of the
female organ.
My inquiry on this point was commenced in June 1827,
and the first plant examined proved in some respects remarkably well adapted to the object in view.
This plant was Clarckia pulchelka, of which the grains of
pollen, taken from anthem full grown, but before bursting,
were filled with particles or granules of unusually large size,
varying from nearly &th to about &th of an inch in
length, and of a figure between cylindrical and oblong,
perhaps slightly flattened, and having rounded and equal
extremities. While examining the form of these particles
immersed in water, I observed many of them very evidently
in motion ; their motion consisting not only of a change of
glace in the fluid, manifested by alterations i11 their relative
positions, but also not unfrequently of a change of form in
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the particle itself; ai contmctim or curvature taking place
repeatedly about the middle of one Gde, accompanied by a
corresponding swelling or convexity on the opposite side of
the particle. In a few i n s t m c ~the prticle was seen to
turn on ita3 longer axis. These motions w m such as to
satisfy me, after frequently repeated observation, that they
arose neither from currents in the fluid, nor fro& ita a
gradual evaporation, but belonged to the particle itself.
Grains of pollen of the same plant taken from anthem
immediately after bursting, contained similar subcylindrical particles, in reduced numbers, however, and mixed
with other particles, at least as numerous, of much smaller
size, apparently spherical, and in rapid oscillatory motion.
These smdler particles, or Nolecules as I shall term
them, when first smn, I considered to be some of the cylindrical particles swimming vertically in the fluid, But
frequent and careful examination lessened my confidence
in this supposition ; and on continuing to observe them
until the water had enti rely evaporated, both the cylindrical
particles and spherical molecules were found on the stage
of the microscope.
In extending my observations to many other plants of the
same W family, nmwly Q a a y ~ ~the
e , same general
form and similar 8 n ~ i o ~ 1of3 particles were mcertaiaad ta
exist, especially in the various species of CEnothem, whit% f
examined. I found dso in their grains of pollen taken from
the anthem immediately &r burgting, a manifest reduction in the proportion of the c @ n W or &bng p&iclwr
and a c o r m p n incsaa~
~
in thslt of &I
kt 6
less remarkable degree, however, &an in Clarckia.
This appearance, or rather the great increase in the num.
k r .oE the molecules, and the reduction in that of the cylindrical p&icles, before the grain of pollen could possibly
have come in contact with the stigma,-were perplexing
circumstanrces in tbis stage of the inquiry, and certainly not
favorable 60 the supposition of the cylindrical Bapticlm acting directly on the ovalurn ; an opinian which 1 ww inclined
to d o p t when I hsst saw them in motion. These circumstances, however, induced me to multiply my observations,

In all these plants particles were found, which in the
.different families or genera, varied in form from sblong tlo
spherical, having manifest motions similar to thme already
described : except that the change of form in the ova1 and

I n d~clqz'adec~,
st&tly so d l e d , the rnak of pollen filling
each cell of the anthera is in no stage sepamble into dbtb&
grains ; but within, its tesselated or cellular membrae is
filled with spherical particles, commonly of two size^. B o a
these kinds of particles when immersed in water are generally seen in vivid motion ; but the apparent motions of the
larger particle might in these eases p e ~ h a pbe~ caused by
the rapid oscillation of the more numems rndecdes. The
mass of pollen in this tribe of plants never bmts, but mme3J
conn& it=U by a debrminate point, which is not unfreguently s e m i t w n s ~ e n t t,
rocess of newly sirnaar conslstence, derived from the
of the corresponding angle
of the stigma.
1 h hi?ium perme, however, which I haw more reaently examined, th
the particle was oval nnd of smaller size thm in innaprise, this ohan
was at least aa remarkable, conaisthg h an equal mh.a&ion in the
eagh sid% so as to divide it into two nearly orbierilar pmtim.
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In Pen$vceca, and ia g fgw &&w*
in these plants is sepmbIe into eampoinnd gmins filled with
sphericd mwhg partiel-, i~ q@bd ta pmesssu of the
stigma, andogsus to thosle of hlepiadtw. A, q,iplilar economy e&ts in Or~hidee~
h whi~h.tbe &@Q g w w s we
alwap, a$ bast in the early stage, pnulw 1 the grains,
whether simple or compound, contaiaing whuW nearly
spherical particles, but the whole mass being, with lo
very few e~ceptions,connected by a determinate point of
its surface with the ~tigma,or a glandular process of t h t
organ.
Having found motion in the particles of the pollen of
dl the living plants which I had examined, I was led next
to inquire whether this property continued after the death
of t
b glaat, and for what lengt4 of time it was rettiined
In pIan~s,sit$es d r i d or imrpessed in spirit for a few
days only, the pmtides of pollen of both kinds were hund
in motion equally evident with that observed in the living
plmt ; specimens of several plants, some of which had bees
dried and preserved in an herbarium for upwards of twenty
yews, and others not less than a century, still exhibited the
molecules or. smaller spberid particles in considerable
s~~libess,
8nd in avident motion, dong with a few of the
larger pastlcles, w h mot,ion~
~
were much less manifes$
and in some cases nat &servt+bhl
In this stage of the investigation having found, as I balieved, a peculiar character in the motions of the particles
of pollen in water, it occurred to me to appal to
this peculiarity iw a test in certain familim d Frypto.
e m w plants, namely, Mosses, and the genus Equisetum,
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existence of sexual organs had no
In ihe supposed stamina of both these families, namely,
in the cylindrical anthera or pollen of Mosses, and on the
surface of the four spathulate bodies surrounding the naked
ovulum, as it may be considered, of Equisetum, I found
minute spherical particles, apparently of the same size with
the molecule described in Onagrarie, and having equally
81 vivid motion on immersion in water; and this motion
was still observable in specimens both of Mosses and of Equiseta, which had been dried upwards of one hundred years.
The very unexpected fact of seeming vitality retained by
these minute particles so long after the death of the plant
would not perhaps have materially lessened my confidence
in the supposed peculiarity. But I at the same time observed, that on bruising the ovula or seeds of E@setum,
which at first happened accidentally, I so greatly increased
the number of moving particles, that the s o u m of the added
quantity could not be doubted. I fomd also that on
bruisin first the floral lewes af A~OSSM, and then d l other
pa* o ~ ~ O I Splants,
B
that I readily obtained similar particles, not in equal quantity indeed, but equally in motion.
My supposed test of the male organ was therefore necessarily abandoned.
Reflecting on all the facts with which I had now become
acquainted, I was disposed to believe that the minute spherical particles or Molecules of apparently uniform size, first
seen in the advanced state of the pollen of Onagrariae, and
most other Phanogamous plants,-then in the anthera of
Mosses and on the surface of the bodies regarded as the
stamina of Equisetum,-and lastly in bruised portions of
other parts of the same plants, were inreality the supposed
constituent or elementary Molecules of organic bodies, first
so considered by Buffon and Needham, then by Wrisberg
with greater precision, soon after and still more particularly
by Miller, and, very recently, by Dr. Milne Edwards, who
has revived the doctrine and supported it with much interesting detail. I now therefore expected to find these molectzles in all organic bodies : and accordingly on examining

f

the variotis animal and wgetabh tissues, whether living or
dead, they were always found to exist; and merely by
bruising these substances in water, I never failed to disen.
gage the molecules in sufficient numbers tsr ascertain theii
apparent identity in size,. form, and moths, with the smallei
parfiela of the grains of pollen.
I examined also various products of orgmic bodim, w3icularly the gum resins, and substances of vegetable o w
extending my inquiry even to pit-coal ; and in all these B
bodies Molecules were found in abundance. 1 remark hem
also, partly as a caution to those who may hereafter engage
in the same inquiry, that the dust or soot deposited on all
bodies in such quantity, especially in London, is entirely
composed of these molecules.
One of the substances examined, was a specimen of fosd
wood, found iu Wiltshim oolite, in a data to burn with
flme; and as I found these molecdea abundantly, and in
motion in this specimen, I supposed that their existkn~e,
though in smaller quantity, might be ascertained in mineralized vegetable remains. With this view a minute portion
of silicified wood, which exhibited the structure of Coniferae,
was bruised, and spherical particles, or molecules in all
r e s p t s like those so frequently mentioned, were readily
0btrrine-d frolYi it; in such quantity, however, that the
whole substance of the petri-faction seamed Sa be f m &bf
them. But hence I inferred that these molecules were not
limited to organic bodies, nor even to their products.
To establish the correctness of the inference, and to
ascertain to what extent the molecules existed in mineral
bodies, became the next object of inquiry. The first substance examined was a millute fragment of window-glass,
from which, when merely bruised on the stage of the micmcope, I readily and copiously obtained molecules agreeing in ske, form, and motion with those which I had already
seen.
I then proceeded to examine, and with similar m d t s ,
such minerals as I either had at hand or codd readily obtain, including several of the simple earths and metals, with.
many of their coljabinations.
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Rocks of all ages, including those in which organic
remains have never been found, yielded the molecules in
abundance. Their existence was ascertained in each of the
constituent minerals of granite, a fragment of the Sphinx
being one of the specimens examined.
To mention all the mineral substances in which I have
found these molecules, would be tedious ; and I shall confine myself in this summary to an enumeration of a few of
the most remarkable. . These were both of aqueous and
igneous origin, as travertine, stalactites, lava, obsidian,
101 pumice, volcanic ashes, and meteorites from various localities.' Of metals I may mention manganese, nickel, plumhago, bismuth, antimony, and arsenic. In a word, in every
mineral which I could reduce to a powder, sufficiently fine
to be temporarily suspended in water, I found these molecules more or less copiously ; and in some cases, more particularly in siliceous crystals, the whole body submitted tn
examination appeared to be composed of them.
In many of the substances examined, especially tbose of
a ribrous structure, as asbestus, actinolite, tremolite, zeolite,
and even steatite, along with the spherical molecules, other
cmpuscles were found, like short fibres somewhat moniliform, whose transverse diameter appeared not to exceed that
of the molecule, of which they seemed to be primary combinations. These fibrils, when of such length as to be
probably conlposed of not more than four or five molecules,
and still more evidently when formed of two or three only,
were generally in motion, as least as vivid as that of the
simple rnolecule itself; and which from the fibril often
changing its position in the fluid, and from its occasional
bending, might be said to be somewhat vermicular.
I n other bodies which did not exhibit these fibrils, oval
particles of a size about equal to two molecules, and which
were also conjectured to be primary conlbinations of these,
were not unfrequently met with, and in motion generally
more vivid than that of the simple molecule ; their motion
consisting in turning usually on their longer axis, and then
I have since found the molecules in the sand-tubes, formed by lightning,
from Drig in Cumberland.

often appearing to be flattened. Such oval particles were
found to be numerous and extremely active in white arsenic.
As mineral bodies which had been. fused coutained the
moving molecules as abundantly sbs those af alluvial deposits, 1 IB desirous of ascertaining %&ether the mobility
of the particles existing in organic bodies was in any degree
affected by the application of intense heat to the containing
substance. With this view small portions of wood, both
living and dead, linen, paper, cotton, wool, silk, hair, and,
muscular fibres, were exposed to the flame of a candle or
burned in platina forceps, heated by the blowpipe ;and in clr
all these bodies so heated, quenched in water, and immediately submitted to examination, the molecules w m found,
and in as evident motion as those obtained from the mm
substances before burning.
I n soma of the vegetable Wies burned m this manner,
in addition to the simple rnoleeules, primary comhinationls
of these were observed, consisting of fibrils having tramsverse contractions, corresponding in number, as I conjectured, with that of the molecules composing them; and
those fibrils, when not consisting of a greater number than
four or five molecules, exhibited motion resembling in
kind md vivacity that of the mineral fibrils already describ'ed, while longer fibrils of the same apparent diameter
were at rest.
The substance found to yield these a d h e fibrils in the
largest proportion and in the most vivid motion was the
mucous coat interposed between the skin and muscles of
the haddock, especially after coagulation by heat.
The fine powder produced on the under surface of the
fronds of several Ferns, particularly of Bcrosticlizlm c&
~tlelanos, and the species nearly related to it, was fomd
to be entirely composed of simple molecules and their
primary fibre-like compounds, both of them being evidently
in motion.
!J%ere are three points of great importance which I was
anxious +Q -oar;rcert&n respecting thew molscdm, namely,
their form, whether they are of uniform size, and their
absolute magnitude. I srn nd, however, entirely satisfied

with w h d I have h e n able to determine an a@p of
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i l a to form, I have stated the molecula to be s p k h d ,
trnd this I have done with some confidence; the apparent
exceptions which occurred admitting, as it seems to me, ~f
being explained by supposing such particles to be compounda~.
This supposition in some of the cases is indeed b d l g . reconcileable with their apparent siae, and requires hr ib
su~portthe further admission that, in combinatioa, t
h
figure of the molecule may be altered. I n the particlea
formerly considered as primary combinations of rnolec&s,
a certain change of form must also be allowed; and even
the simple molecule itself has sometimes appeared to me
when in motion to have been slightly modified in thk
rmpect.
191
My manner of estimating the a b d u t e m m t n d e
uniformity in size of the mo1ecdw, found i~ the v a d w
bodies submitted to examinsfh~,was by placing them on
a micrometer divided to five thousandths of an iach, the
lines of which were very &tinct ; or more m l ~
an one
divided to ten thctwandths, with fainter lines, not readily
visible without the application of plumbBgo, as employed
by Dr. Wollaston, but w b h in my subject mas inadmissible.
The results so obtained can only be regarded as approximations, on whch, perhaps, for an obvious reasan, much
reliance will not be placed. From the number and degree
of accordance of my observations, however, I am upon the
whole disposed to believe the simple nlolecule to be of uuiform size, though as existing in various substances and
examined in circumstances more or less favorable, it is necessary to state that its diameter appeared to very from
,,&th to ,'=th of an inch.'
I shall not at present enter into additional details, nor

* While this sheet was passing through the press, Mr. Dollond, at my request, oidigin 1y examined the supposed pollen of &%isebrcm ob.g&ctrcmwith his
compound ac mmatic microscope, having in its forms a gtws divided inba
10,000th of an inch, upon which the object was placed; and although the
greater number of particles or molecules seen were aboua 1-80,00Otk,get the
s-Itrurllest did not s~rceed1-30,000thaf an inch.
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shall I hazard any mj&ures whabver respecting these
molecules, which appear to be of such general existence in
inorganic as well as in organic;bodies ; and it is only further
necessary ta mention the principal subst
have not been able to obtain them, T W tlre oil, resin,
wax m d sulphur, such of the metals w I could not reduce
to that minute state of division neces.. for their s e w i o n ,
and finally, bodies soluble in water.
In returning to the subject with which my inveasti8ation
commenced, and which was indeed the only object I wignally
had in view, I had still to examine into the probable mode
of actioh of the larger or peculiar particles of the pollen,
which, though in many cases diminished in number before
the grain could possibly have been applied to the stigma,
and IJfvticnlarly In Clasckia, the plant first examined, were
yet in many other plants found in bss diminished propor- CSI
tion, and might in nearly all ma be s u p p e d to exist in
sufficient quantity to form the essential agents in the prooess
of fecundation.
I was now therefore to inquire, whether their action was
coufined to the external organ, or whether it were possible
to follow them to the nucleus of the ovulum itself. My
endeavours, however, to trace them through the tissue of
the &yle in plarrta well suited for thk investigation, both
from the size and form of the particles, and the development
of the female parts, particularly Onagrariae, was not attended
with success ; and neither in this nor in any other tribe
examined, have I ever been able to find them in any part of
the female organ except the stigma. Even in those families
in which I have supposed the ovulum to be naked, namely,
Cycadeae and Coniferae, I am inclined to think that the
direct action of these particles, or of the pollen containing
tbern, is exerted rather on the orifice of the proper membrane than on the apex of the included nucleus ; an opinion
which is in part founded on the partial withering confined to one side of the orifice of that membrane in the
larch,-an appearance which I have remarked for several
years.
To observers .nut aware of the e~kterxceof the elementary

active molecules, so easily separated by pressure from all
vegetable tissues, and which are disengaged and become
more or less manifest in the incipient decay of semitransparent
it would not be difficult to trace granules
through the whole len$h of the style : arid as these granules
are not always visible In the early and entire state of the
organ, they would naturally be supposed to be derived from
the pollen, in those cases at least in which its contained
particles are not remarkably different in size and form from
the molecule.
I t is necessary also to observe that in many, perhaps I
might say in most plants, in addition to the molecules
separable from the stigma and style before the application
of the pollen, other granules of greater size are obtained by
pressure, which in some cases closely resemble the particles
of the pollen in the same plants, and in a few cases even
exceed them in size : these particles may be considered as
141 primary combinations of the molecules, analogous to
those already noticed in mineral bodies and in various
organic tissues.
From the account formerly given of Asclepiadea, Periploceae, and Orchideix, and particularly from what was
observed of Asclepiade~,it is difficult to imagine, in this
family at least, that there can be an actual transmission of
particles from the inass of pollen, which does not burst,
through the processes of the stigma ; and even in these processes I have never been able to observe them, though they
are in general sufficiently transparent to show the particles
were they present. But if this be a correct statement of
the structure of the sexual organs in Asclepiadeae, the question respecting this family would no longer be, whether the
particles in the pollen were transmitted through the stigma
and style to the ovula, but rather whether even actual contact of these particles with the surface of the stigma were
necessary to impregnation.
Finally, it may be rcmarked that those cases already adverted to, in which the apex of the nucleus of the ovulum,
the supposed point of impregnation, is never brought into
contact with the probable channels of fecundat'1011, are more

unfavorable to the op&m of th6, tsanmision of the particles
of the pollen to the o d m , than to that which considers
the direct action d these prn&h m m h d to the external
parts of the female organ.
The iobslmvafkm, of which I have n
twcount, were made in the months of J
August, 1827. Those relating merely t
motion of the peculiar particles of the p&n
were stated,
and several of the objects shown, during these rnontba to
many of my friends, particularly to Messrs. &W and
Bicheno, Dr. Bostock, Dr. Fitton, Mr. E. Fomtew, Dr. Bendemon, Sir Everard Home, Captain Home, Dr. HOE&&&
Mr. Kcenig, M. Lagasca, Mr. Lindley, Dr. Maton, Mr.
Menzies, Dr. Prout, Mr. Renouard, Dr. RogPit, Mr. 9tokes
and Dr. W o h b n ; and ths g e w d existtam
astive
mdaaEes in inwganic a well srs mggr&
their
apparent indestructibility b heat, a d sevend of the b t s
respecting the primary com inations of the molecules were
communicated to Dr. Wollaston and Mr. Stokes in the last
week of August.
*
None of these gentlemen are here appealed to for the ~ l 5
correctness of any of the statements made ; my sole object, ia & k g them being to prove from the period and
general extent of the comrnuaai~&tion,that my abservations
were made within the dated] given in t b iitk .of t
h
summary.
The facts ascertained respecting the motion of the particleg of the pollen were never considered b me as whfl
original; this motion having, as I knew*
o&&
seen by Needham, and distinctly by Gl&chen, who not
only observed the motion of the particles in water after the
bursting of the pollen, but in several cases marked their
change of place within the entire grain. He has not, however, given any satisfactory account either of the forms ot
of the motions of these particles, and in some oftm
to have confounded them with the ehmzntag molec e, whose existence he was not aware of.
Before I engduged in the iqniq in 1821, I was acquainted only wrth the abstract given by M. Addphe
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Brongniafi hiiself, of a very elaborate and valuable me-

moir, entitled " Recfiercfies sur la Ghe'ratebn et le DheZappement de I'Embryon duns les P&&taux Phandrogame8,"

which he had then read before the Academy of Sciences of
Paris, and has since published in the AnnaZes des Xciences
Naturelles.
Neither in the abstract referred to, nor in the body of
the memoir which M. Brongniart has with great candour
given in its original state, are there any observations, appearing of importance even to the author himself, on the
motion or form of the particles ; and the attempt to trace
these particles to the ovulum with so imperfect a knowledge
of their distinguishing characters could hardly be expected
to prove satisfactory. Late in the autumn of 1827, however, M. Brongniart having at his command a microscape
constructed by Amici, the celebrated professor of Modena,
he was enabled to ascertain many important facts on bath
these points, the result d whioh he h
notes annexed to his meat&.
8n the
observations on the mptims, foam,
es, ss b;e Mmm the particles, I p h e great reliance.
attem ting to trace these particles through their
whole course, e has overlooked two pomts of the greatest
importance in the investigation.
1
For, in the first place, he was evidently unacquainted
with the fact that the active spherical molecules generally
exist in the grain of pollen along with its proper particles ;
h O r does it appear from any part of his memoir that he
was aware of the existence of molecules having spontaneous
or inherent motion and distinct from the peculiar particles
of the pollen, though he bm doubtless seen t h , and in
some casm, 813 it seems to ma, described them w those
particles.
Secondly, he has been mtisfled with theexternal appearance of the parts in coming to lri% wnclmion, that no particles capable of motion exist in the atyk or stigma before
impregnation.
That both simple molecules and larger particles of different form, and equally capable of motion, do exkt in t h w

1

parts, before the application of the pollen to the stigma can
possibly take place, in many .af the plants submitted by him
to examination, may easily be ascertained ; particularly in
Antirrhinissm wajm, of which he has given ra; figure in a
more advanced state, representing them molmiles or partides, which he supposes to have been de~ivedf m the
grains of pollen, adhering to the stigma.
There are some other points respecting the @ns of
pollen and their contained particles in which I ako differ
from M. Brongniart, namely, in his supposition that Gb
particles are not formed in the grain itself, but in the cavity
of the anthera ; in his assertion respecting the presence d
pores on the surface of the grain in its early state, through
which the particles formed in the anther& pass into its
cavity ; and lastly, on the existence of a membrane forming
the coat of his boyau or mass of oplindrhl farm! ejected
from the grain of pollen.
I reserve, however, my observations on these and several
other topics connected with the subject of the present inquiry for the more detailed account, which it is my intention
to give.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON ACTIVE
MOLECULES.

4
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BY ROBERT BROWN, F.R.S.

ABOUTtwelve months ago I printed an account of Microscopical Observations made in the summer of 18527, on
the Particles contained in the Pollen of Plants ; and on the
general Existence of active Molecules in Organic and Inorganic Bodies.

I n the pmsent Supplement to that accomt my obj&
am, to explain and modify a few of its statements, to advert
to some of the remarks that have been made, either on the
correctness or originality of the observations, and to the
causes that have been considered sufficient for the explaation of the phenomena.
In the first place, I have to noticean erroneous assertioll
of more than one writer, namely, that I have &3ted the
active Molecules to be animated. This mistarke htu pprobably arisen from my having communicated the facts in the
same order in which they occurred, accompanied by the
views which presented themselves in the different stages of
the investigation ; and in one case, from my having adopted
the language, in referring to the opinion, of another inquirer
into the first branch of the subject.
$1 Although I endeavoured strictly to confine myself to the
statement of the facts observed, yet in speaking of the aotive
Molecules, I have not been sbh, in all caws8to aygid-the

I regret having so much insisted on, especially as it may
seem connected with the opinion of the absolute identity of
the Molecules, from whatever source derived.
On this latter subject, the only two points that I endeavoured to ascertain were their size and figure : and although I was, upon the whole, inclined to think that in
these respects the Molecules were similar from whatever
substances obtained, yet the evidence then adduced in support of the supposition was far from satisfaotory ; and I m y
add, that I am still l a s satisfied now that such is the fact.
But even had the uniformity of the Molecules in those two
points been absolutely established, it did not necessarily
fdlow, nor have I anywhere stated, as has been imputed to
me, that they also agreed in dl their other properties and
functions.
I have remarked that certain substances, name1 ,sulphur,
re+, md wax, did not yield active particles, w *ch, how-

g,

ever, proceeded me~elyhm h k t i v e mani ulation ; for I
have since readily obtained i h m h all t ese bodies : at
the same time I ought to
th&r existence in
sulphur wai pr~viomlytnient
my friend Mr.
Lister.
In prosmuting the inquiry subsequent ta &ti
of my Observations, I have chiefly e m p i q d
microscope mentioned in the Pamphlet as haipirqg
for me by Mr. Dollond, and of whkh the t h
X have generally wed, are of a 4Oth, both, a d
inch focus.
,
Many of the observatio
firmed with other simple
1~):powers, end also with t
miwop,mp~,either in rafr

1

+

rap frimds.
The result of the inquiry
that which may be collec
and may be here briefly stated in the following terms ;
namely,
'&at extremely minute particles of solid matter, whether
d f r ~ m01:pnio or inorganic substances, when susin p~zmWI&W+ ar in sowe other aqueous fluids,
mations &P WWf &n runaMat trs ac~oamt~
aid
which from their irs?e!gd
resemble in a remarkable
some of the simplest anim
smallest moving pmtbles o b m
Active Molecules, appear to be
to be between 1-20,000dth and.
diameter ; and that other particles of considerably patar
size, and either of similar or of very diffe~ent
a present analogous motions in like L&QMstated my belief that t h w aneo*giorn~
of
er arose from cxmmb irt t h B&l condepended an that btzstine motion qhich
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with ot'trers,-as, the attractions and repulsions among the
partides themselves, their unstable equilibrium in the fluid
in which they arc suspended, their hygronletricalor capillary
action, and in some cases the disengagement of volatile matter, or of minute air bubbles,-have
been considered by
several writers as sufficiently accounting for the appearances.
Some of the alleged causes here stated, with others which I
have considered it unnecessary to mention, are not likely to
be overlooked or to deceive observers of any experience
in microscopical researches ; and the insufficiency of
the most important of those enumerated may, I think,
be satisfactorily shown by means of a very simple experiment.
This experiment consists in reducing the drop of water
containing the particles to nlicroscopio minuteness, and prolonging its existence by immersing it in a transparent fluid
of inferior specific gravity, with which it is not miscible, and
in which evaporation is extremely slow. If to al&md-d,
which is a fluid h a v i a t h m p r o j m t i ~a~ canskierably
Q smaller proportion dwa%r, duly impregnated with par6hles, be added, and the two fluids shaken or triturated
together# drops of water of various sizes, from 1-50th to
1-2000dth of an inch in diameter, will be immediately
produced. Of these, the most minute necessarily contain
but few particles, and some may be occasionally observed
with one particle only. In this manner minute drops,
which if exposed to the air would be dissipatedin less than
R minute, may be retained for more than an hour. But in
dl the drops thus formed and protected, the motion of the
particles takes place with undiminished activity, while
the principal causes assigned for that, motion, namely,
evaporation, and their mutual attr~ctionand repulsion, are
either materially .reduced or absolutely null.
I t may here be remarked, that those currents from centre
to circumference, at first hardly perceptible, then more obvious, and at last very rapid, which constantly exist in drops
exposed to the air, and disturb or entirely overcome the
proper motion. of the particles, are wholly prevented in
drops of small size immersed in oil,-a fact which, however,

1s only apparent in those drops &at me flattened, in consequence of being nearly or ~bsolutelyin contact with the
stage of the microscope.
'I'hat the motion of the particles is no%ploduoed by any
cause acting on the surface of the drap, may be proved by
an inversion of the experiment ; for by mixing tr very small
proportion of oil with the water containing the p ~ i e l e s ,
microscopic drops of oil of extreme minuteness, some of
them not exceeding in size the particles themaelve$ will be
found on the surface of the drop of water, and nady OF
altogether at rest ; while the particles in the centre or
towards the bottom of the drop continne to move with their
usual degree of activity.
By means of the contrivance now described for redaeing
the size and prolonging the existence of the drops eontrtiniag the particles, which, simple as it is, did not till very
lately occur to me, a greater command of the subject is
obtained, sufficient perhaps to enable us to ascertain the
real cause of the nlotions in question.
Of the few experiments which I have made since this
manner of observing was adopted, Borne appear to me so
curious, that I do not venture to state them until they are c5
verified by frequent and careful repetition.

I shall conclude these suppIemenk~y~ e ~ t u kto8 toy
former Observations, by noticing the d e g ~ ein which I
consider those observations to have been anticipated.
That molecular was sometimes confounded with animalcular motion by several of the earlier microscopiml observers, appears extremely probable from various passages in
the writings of Leeuwenhoek, as well as from a very interesting Paper by Stephen Gray, published in the 19th
volume of the Philosophical Transactions.
Needham also, and Buffon, with whom the hypothesis
of organic particles originated, seem to have not unfrequently fallen into the same mistake. And I am inclined
to believe that Spallanzani, notwithstanding one of his
statements q e o t i n g them, has under the head of Anima-
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ordine included the active Molecules as wdl
An,irnahdes.
1 may next mention that Gleichen, the discoverer of the
motions of the Particles of the Pollen, also observed similar
motions in the particles of the ovulum of Zea Mays.
Wrisberg and Miiller, who adopted in part Buffon's hypothesis, state the globules, of which they mppose all
organic bodies formed, to be capable of motion ; and Miiller distinguishes these moving organic globules h m r e d
Animalcules, with which, he adds, they have been canfounded by some very respectable observers.
In 1814 Dr. James Drummond, of Belfast, published in
the 7th volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh, a very valuable Paper, entitled " On certain
Appearances observed in the Dissection of the Eyes of
Fishes."
In this Essay, which I regret I was entirely unacquainted
with when I printed the
author gives an account a3t'
b spicd8 whiich bra tb
33;~i tm

Thege s p h k were examined with a simple microscope, and
as opaque objects, a strong light being thrown upon the
drop of water in which they were suspended. The appearances are minutely described, m d very ingenious reasoning
employed to show that, to account for the motions, the
least improbable conjecture is to suppose the spicula animated.
As these bodies were seen by reflected and not by transmitted light, a very correct idea of their actual motions
could hardly be obtained ; and with tha low magnifying
powem n e m s d g ampkpd with the instrnment and in
the manner describedz tha more .minute nearly spherical
particles or active Moleculm which, when higher powers
were used, I have always found in abundance along with
the spicula, entirely escaped observation.
Dr. Drummond's researches were strictly limited to the
spicula of the eyes and scales of fishes ; and as he does not
'

appear to have suspedd th& *ides
having analogous
motions might exist in other wganized bodies, and far less
in inorganic matter, 1 conaides
acute absemer only to the s m e
in a much less degree than by
have been already alluded to.
All the observers now mentioned have
selves to the examination of the
I n 1819, however, Mr. Bywater,
account of Microscopical Ohserv
that not only organic tissues, but also inargmb s u b
stances, consist of what Ire terms animabd .or irhhk
particles.
A second edition of this Essay a p p m d
bIy srlhmd in some poi&, bat it mrty ba
ing essentially in its s t a t e m ~ nwith
t ~ the 9
which I have never seen, and of the aiafeme of which I
was ignorant when I pnblished my prmrnphlet.
From the edition of 1828, which I have but lately met
with, it appears that Mr. Bywater employed a compound
microscope of the construction called Culpepper's, that the
objmt was examined in a bright sunshine, and the light
k&n the inimx
qmly on the. stage as to give
a blue colcm to
"A small portion of flour mu& be p h d m a dip of
glass, and mixed with a drop of water, then instantly applied to the microscope; and if stirred
bright sun, as already described, it
filled with innumerable small linear
twisting about with extreme activity."
Similar bodies, and equally in motion, were obtain&
from animal and vegetable tissues, from vegetable maaitd,
from sadstone after being made red hot, from coal, ashes,
and &bar inorganic bodies.
I believe that in thus stating the'mnner in whi& MP.
by water'^ experiments were conducted, I have enabled
microscopid &sewers to 'udge of the aht;snd kind of
optical illusion to which e wtw liable, md of which he

b
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does w t seem to have been aware. I have only to add,
th& it is not here a question of priority ; for if his observations are to be depended on, mine must be entirely set

